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Max does Cybersecurity
Challenge
Organizations need to continually adapt their cybersecurity functions in response to internal and external events;
transformational changes such as remote working, migration to the cloud, or investments in new technologies. Responding
to this change is hard and brings with it a host of difficult decisions and unknown threats, especially when faced with
challenges that include:
Understanding and managing your cybersecurity posture and journey to maturity
Making complex decisions without the assurance of expert opinions
Managing the need for a broad array of cyber and risk skills, with peaks and troughs in demand, on finite budgets
Becoming a victim of an unexpected incident with no process or precedent, and with no one to turn to for advice
Running many cybersecurity projects, without a holistic view of activities or progress

Solution
Max does Cybersecurity gives your organization access to an industry-leading cybersecurity service backed by the SureCloud guarantee of
quality and availability. This includes:
A world-leading platform providing consolidated dashboards of all your cybersecurity activities
The ability to establish, operate and continually improve your cybersecurity program to meet the demands
of the modern era
Access to senior, skilled professionals to help supplement decision making:
Validation of key strategic decisions
Trusted experts to act as a “sounding board”
Practical experience from people who have performed CISO and “Head of” roles
On-demand access to a wide range of technical and consultative skills
On-demand and flexible security testing from traditional vulnerability assessments to blue and red team
engagements
A range of cybersecurity collateral, including cybersecurity training videos, policy and procedures.
SureCloud’s Max does Cybersecurity will give you effective visibility of your cybersecurity posture, helping you to understand what’s important
and what you need to pay attention to. The solution also provides access to industry-leading cybersecurity services, risk and compliance
application software, and expert advice to validate your business-critical decisions, all as part of an easy to consume subscription service with
no hidden costs or surprises.
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Benefits
Max has three levels of subscription, designed to help organizations looking to establish a program, through to those with
mature processes already in place. By subscribing to any one of the levels that Max does Cybersecurity offers, you will be able to
realize the following benefits:
No need to recruit full-time experts used for a fraction of the time
Confidence that all the bases are covered with access to a large, accredited team who
hold diverse skills from penetration testing to cybersecurity program management and
oversight
Visibility of risk and levels of improvement through the Gartner recognized GRC
applications to support analysis, reporting and remediation
A cost-effective solution for your cybersecurity challenge through a flexible subscription
cost model
Peace of mind regarding emerging threats with up to date training and briefings
Assurance from a trusted partner to take your concerns away.

Max will provide you with the confidence that your organization’s cyber risks are in good and capable hands.

Max does Cybersecurity Essential
Provides a low cost, self-service option for organizations wishing to build and operate a ‘foundational’ cybersecurity function.
The solution provides security posture self-assessments, basic industry policies and controls (NIST CSF or ISO27001), and a
range of security bolt-on packages to manage the most common cyber threats.
Experts

Applications

Knowledge

Cyber Posture Self-Assessment

Cyber Posture Management

Policy Templates

External Penetration Test

Vulnerability Assessment

Staff Briefing Webinars

12 “Expert On-Demand Requests”

Phishing Simulation

Advisory Assets

Risk Register

Max does Cybersecurity Business
Provides a centrally coordinated cybersecurity function, guided by SureCloud’s cyber and risk experts, which moves from a
foundational to a ‘best practice’ cybersecurity function. From team capabilities to threat modelling and incident management.
Essential +
Experts

Applications

Knowledge

Annual CSA and Strategy Development

Asset Register (Risk Controls)

Leadership Briefing Workshop

Quarterly maturity improvement reviews

Incident Register

Networking Events

Internal Penetration test

Email Security Configuration Test

NIST Alignment

Threat modelling workshop

Password Breach Analyzer

Incident Triage

Risk assessment
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Max does Cybersecurity Enterprise/Bespoke
For enterprise organizations or those facing specific challenges, SureCloud offers an entirely bespoke version of the Max
does Cybersecurity offering. This tier applies to organizations facing challenges, including:
Transformation – a tailored time focused Max does
Cybersecurity program to align and drive an organization’s
transformation program.
Organizations in Distress – for organizations going through
a commercially challenging period, a Max does Cybersecurity
program can provide a suitable, cost-effective solution.

Mergers & Acquisitions – Max does Cybersecurity delivers a
perfect solution to organizations involved in M&A, and managing
an estate of companies, needing to achieve and maintain, a
targeted level of cybersecurity maturity.

The Enterprise/Bespoke tier of Max does Cybersecurity comprises the same elements – Expert, Applications and Knowledge – as
Essential and Business but with each component built to meet the requirements of your business specifically.

This is a brilliant product/service & represents real value to those of us running complex
“
programs with small teams!
”

Jake Bernardes, Head of Information Security at SingleStore

SureCloud is proud to hold the following accreditations:

Join Hundreds of Companies who
Manage their Cybersecurity Programs
with SureCloud
We’re here to help answer your
questions, provide cybersecurity and
risk guidance, and help your business
stay on track. Email
services@surecloud.com today!

Why SureCloud
SureCloud is a provider of cloud-based, Integrated Risk Management
products and Cybersecurity services, which reinvent the way you manage
risk. SureCloud also offers a wide range of Cybersecurity testing and
assurance services, where we stay with you throughout the entire test
life-cycle from scoping through to vulnerability discovery and remediation.
Certified by the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) & CREST and
delivered using the innovative Pentest-as-a-Service (underpinned by a highly
configurable technology platform), SureCloud acts as an extension of your inhouse security team and ensures you have everything you need to improve
your risk posture.
For more information visit www.surecloud.com
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